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  O.D. NEWS               
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Volume  34, Issue No. 2        Second Quarter 2010 

“Rosie the Riveter” (Frankie Ladwig), gives the parade watch-
ers a great smile at the St. Patrick’s Day Parade in Denver. 

Photo Courtesy Kurt D. Brown Photography 
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FROM THE COMMAND POST 

 

               I reflected the other day on what the MVCC has accom-
plished this year, and all I can say is WOW...it’s truly been an 
amazing year for the club! We have been busy! And be year’s end 
the club will have participated in 27 events. We have also tackled 
more complex events: from displaying vehicles and militaria inside 
the Colorado Convention Center outside the Korbell ballroom for 
the CONG 150th Anniversary Ball in January, to our record setting 
display of 55 pieces of equipment and period displays at the CO 
Sport Aviation Airshow this past August...and our Women’s Aux-
iliary fed somewhere near 100 people a day out of an MKT trailer! 
As a unique accomplishment, we transported a MK.7 thermonu-
clear bomb for our display at the airshow. How many MVPA af-
filiate clubs can boast of that feat...not many I guess! 

Our members commitment to the MV hobby and the MVCC really 
shows! New members continue to join up and we continue to add 
different and unique vehicles to our lineup. The club won numer-
ous best in show awards too. In particular, Fred LaPerierre won 4 
national awards for his magnificently restored K53 weather 
truck...truly an awe inspiring project! 

We couldn’t have done it this year with out you—our members. 
Your enthusiasm and commitment to the club clearly shows. Like-
wise our members have put in a lot of effort to make our events a 
success. Its been an honor to be your President this year. I can’t 
even imagine what we will achieve in 2011...but I’m sure new and 
exciting things await the club.  Phil. 
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VICE PRESIDENT’S DISPATCH 

From the Command Post: 
 Going back a few months, I attended the parade in Colorado Springs rather than the one in Denver to 
support our southern contingent.  Dave Dantzler, Ron and Steve LiButti and Dan Davidson were there with their 
jeeps.  There were also more than a few WW2 re-enactors from the Colorado Military Historical Group marching 
along with the vehicles, presenting a very professional appearance to the spectators along the route of the parade.  
After the parade most participants adjourned to a local restaurant for a well-earned lunch.  The number of partici-
pants is indicative of the developing relationship between the MVCC and the CMHG. 
 We have a number of MVCC members, like me, that are also re-enactors.  There is a natural synergy to 
participating in both groups since our vehicles look their best when staffed with people in military dress.  Like-
wise, our vehicles can be a valuable addition to any public display or event involving re-enactors.  This brings me 
to my second point, the National Radial Engine Exhibition, held in Akron, Colorado every September.  I have 
been attending the preliminary planning meetings for this year’s event for both the MVCC and the CMHG.  The 
event has been growing in size and complexity the past few years.  Last year, there were around 8,000 spectators 
in spite of the economy and inclement weather.  This year they are predicting well over 10,000 spectators, which 
makes it a great recruiting opportunity. 
 The highlight of the event has been the World War II battle reenactment which takes place on Saturday 
afternoon and includes not only German, American, British and Italian infantry but active participation of vintage 
military vehicles and air power.  The pyrotechnics are always spectacular.  At last year’s event we had German 
and American tanks, halftracks, motorcycles and jeeps as well as a P51 aircraft doing strafing runs.  I would like to 
recruit a few more vehicle owners to participate in this year’s event.  This year we will have a motor pool area for 
static display and for those who have CCKWs or other WW2 vehicles and would like to participate in the battle, 
we can work you into the battle plan. Don’t worry about a period correct uniform.  Among the various reenact-
ment groups we can probably outfit drivers with whatever they need for the day.  If you are interested in partici-
pating and need more information, please contact me.  I look forward to hearing from you.  Frank. 
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NEWSWORTHY EVENTS 

    SENATE BILL NO. 10-075 – CONCERNING THE REQUIREMENT THAT MILITARY-

VEHICLES VALUED FOR HISTORICAL PURPOSES BEAR A LICENSE PLATE 
 
What Does the Bill Say? 
On April 29, 2010, Governor Ritter signed SB10 – 075 into law which becomes effective on August 11, 2010.  As 
enacted, SB10- 075 adds a new subsection to the Colorado Revised Statutes (CRS), specifically 42-1-102, which 
for the purpose of the Act defines a military vehicle as follows: 
 
(52.5) “Military Vehicle” means a vehicle of any size or weight that is valued for historical purposes, that was 
manufactured for use by any nation’s armed forces, and that is maintained in a condition that represents its mili-
tary design and markings. 
 
The Act also adds a new subsection as follows: 
 
42-3-202. Number Plates to be attached. (4) Notwithstanding subsections (1) to (3) of this section, the owner of 
a military vehicle may elect to not display the vehicle’s assigned license plate if the license plate is physically in 
the military vehicle and is available for inspection to any peace officer who requests the plate. 
 

What Does the Bill Do? 
Simply put, beginning on August 11, 2010 you may legally remove the license plates from your military vehicle, if 
they are painted correctly and have military markings.  If your vehicle is painted pink or mellow yellow, it doesn’t 
qualify under the Act so continue to display your plates.  If you qualify for removing your plates, keep them physi-
cally in the vehicle. You must present them to a peace officer if requested along with your registration and insur-
ance card. The Act does not have any effect upon Colorado titling, registration and emissions regulations.  Rela-
tive to “military markings”, you may put such markings on your vehicle in the appropriate locations (i.e. your U.S. 
number on each side of the hood, or unique numbers on your bumper, as applicable).  If your vehicle does not 
have its original markings, you may add markings which are correct for the vehicle.  The Act does not tag such 
markings to the vehicle registration, so as long as you do correct period markings, you can make them up.  If your 
vehicle did not have any unique military markings when in active service, you do not need to add such markings. 
 

A Word to the Wise! 
It is reasonable to expect that not every peace officer in the state will be familiar with the revisions to the CRS that 
the Act establishes.  Accordingly, it is highly recommended that you carry a copy of the Act, as signed into law, in 
your vehicle.  You can also expect that for some time, peace officers will not have up to date copies of the CRS 
which includes the provisions of the Act.  Another reason to keep the Act in the vehicle…it will save a lot of talk-
ing and time!  Worse comes to worse should you get an ignorant or overzealous peace officer destined to make his 
career by writing you a ticket for failure to display license plates… bring the Act to court with you and present it 
to the Judge at the appropriate time…problem solved!  Copies of the Act in final form will be emailed to all mem-
bers and is posted on the MVCC website.  When a revised edition of the CRS is issued which contains the Act’s 
new sections, the appropriate sections will be also emailed to members and posted on the website.  It is recom-
mended that you keep this section of the CRS in your vehicle…again to save time and words should you ever need 
it! 
 

How Did the MVCC Pull This Off? 
 
The story begins with a conversation about the concept between Phil Movish and Tom Stone at the Cripple Creek 
event. By luck, Tom (formerly the Eagle County Commissioner) offered to talk to one of his close contacts 
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(Senator Al White), a member of the Senate Transportation Committee, to see if there was any possibility that a 
Bill could be sponsored.  In late November, 2009, Phil and Tom met with Senator White to discuss the provisions 
of the Bill. Senator White graciously agreed to sponsor the Bill on the MVCC’s behalf. 
 
As originally drafted, the Bill would use the unique military registration number for Colorado registration pur-
poses, allowing any number of digits and both numbers and letters as appropriate.  On February 2, 2009, MVCC 
Officers Phil Movish, Phil Curry and John Hoffmeier testified on the merits of the Bill before the Senate Transpor-
tation Committee.  The Committee unanimously approved the Bill and referred it to the full Senate for a vote.  All 
appeared well and that the Bill was going to be passed without any delay. WRONG! Though the Bill received 
unanimous approval by the full Senate, the House of Representatives decided to hold their own hearing. 
 
On March 23, 2010, the House Transportation and Energy Committee held a full blown hearing on the Bill.  
House Representative Randy Baumgartner signed on as a co-sponsor of the Bill. With less than one day’s notice 
about the hearing, Phil Movish fortunately was able to attend to once again testify to the merits.  The House and 
Senate are different animals to say the least!  This time, the legal representatives of the Dept. of Regulatory Agen-
cies (“DORA” who oversee the DMV) testified against the Bill with about 15 objections and problems! The Bill 
appeared doomed when the Committee voted to shelve it and then recessed. 
 
Fortunately, Rep. Baumgartner convened an instant meeting with DORA to resolve their problems and salvage the 
Bill.  The key sticking point was the use of unique military registration numbers for Colorado registration pur-
poses.  Phil Movish recommended removing that provision from the Bill and limiting the Bill to only cover the 
display of license plates. DORA was comfortable with the change!  Representative Baumgartner then requested 
DORA attorneys to quickly redraft the Bill and gathered a quorum of Committee members at 6:35 PM to recon-
sider the Bill. The Committee members voted in the majority in favor of the amended Bill. This was followed by 
full House voting and Senate concurrence on the re-amended Bill which moved it to the Governor for signature 
into law. 
 
By passing the Bill, Colorado joins only several other states with similar statutes.  However, Colorado’s statutes 
are the broadest without any limiting restrictions.  Its nice to win one for the MVCC! August 11 was a happy day.  
How about a front plate burning party? 

 

 
NEWSWORTHY EVENTS 
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CHAIN OF COMMAND 

EDITOR’S SITREP 

PHIL MOVISH, PRESIDENT 
RESIDENCE: 303-388-9364  CELL: 303-638-8233   
 

FRANK SCHOLER, VICE PRESIDENT 
RESIDENCE: 303-688-5220  CELL: 303-843-2556 
 

PHIL CURRY, TREASURER 
RESIDENCE: 720-733-1024  CELL: 303-709-8236 
 

JONATHAN HOFFMEIER, SECRETARY 
RESIDENCE: 303-622-6274  CELL: 425-239-3846 
 

CAROL HOFFMEIER, WOMEN’S AUXILIARY 
RESIDENCE: 303-622-6274  CELL: 310-251-0642 

 

      Here is my second shot at your Newsletter, I trust I am doing alright by 
all of you. As I was driving to work the other day, I caught myself thinking 
about articles and photos for this quarter’s publishing. Normally, that time 
is reserved for thinking about getting a motor for my Deuce, what equip-
ment I get to repair at work, what I’ve been asked to do when I get home, 
or, am I missing an anniversary or birthday today? As you can see, it’s really 
at the top of my “don’t you dare to forget to do list”. Because of the News-
letter, I have found out in the past few months how to become a little more 
organized, much to Carol’s surprise and appreciation. I actually get a kick 
out of doing this, even though I never had any Journalism classes (maybe it 
shows) in High School, I always thought Track and Metal Shop would get 
me somewhere.  
       I like where the Club is going: New members, new ideas, money in the 
kitty, great leadership, and lots of enthusiasm. The overnight events are 
particularly fun, and I would like to see more added to the schedule next 
year. If you have some ideas for campouts, give me your thoughts.  
       Also, while I’m at it, don’t forget to send me you photos, ideas, and 
whatever you’d like to see in your newsletter. I file things away all the time 
to be used at a later date, so if you send me something and you don’t see it 
right-away, be patient. Sorry to say my publishing date wasn’t met, and I’m 
late. Things have been hectic at work and home, the computer has “blue 
screened” several times, I’ve started a welding class, and that has taken a 
lot of my free time. I held off publishing to get information for another story, 
unfortunately my source hasn’t called back, and hence no story. Maybe next 
quarter.                                                                       As You Were,  Jonathan  
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EDITOR’S PRODUCT REVIEW 

    I am always thinking of new and in-
teresting items to put in your Newslet-
ter, so  I came up with this Product Re-
view Page.  I’d like to be able to receive 
your input on equipment, tools, parts, 
pieces, chemicals, anything you might 
use in the Hobby, that you just can’t live 
without. I have a few items I’ll share on 
this page in the coming months. 
    The first item I came up with, is a 
piece of equipment most all of us have 
in the shop...the battery charger. Most of 
us take it for granted, battery won’t start 
the vehicle, put charger on battery, leave for a day, remove charger, try to start. 
But this abused battery being in a vehicle we don’t drive everyday, did not take 
full charge. Oh, it might start once or twice, but don’t drive her for a couple of 
weeks again and you’re back to square one.  
    This is the reason I bought a battery charger, maintainer, desulfator. The 3-stage 
smart microprocessor-controlled BatteryMINDer® has built-in desulfator that 
automatically dissolves harmful power-robbing, life-shortening sulphation using 
safe high-frequency "sweep pulse" technology. Safely charges any size/type or 
brand of 24V lead-acid battery, including wet, dry-sealed gel, AGM and mainte-
nance-free spiral types — with no overcharging. 
    I was over at Phil Movish’s house recently, and saw that he uses one to keep his 
batteries charged in the Pinz. I have actually brought back batteries from the dead. 
It isn’t a cheap unit, and rightfully so, they run about $109 but you can catch them 
on sale occasionally at Northern tool for $99. This will out-perform any charger 
you are using now. I bought the 24 Volt version so I could install the supplied 
leads and charge my batteries in series, just as they are installed in the Deuce. 
Also with the charger is a temperature probe, that automatically adjusts the 
charger’s output. Sometimes the vendor includes the temp probe, sometimes not, 
depends on who you buy from. You can use purchase the 12 Volt version, and 
charge your military batteries in parallel , and then it on your 12 Volt civi vehi-
cles. Disclaimer: I am in no way being compensated by VDC Electronics, who 
built this item, or Northern Tool, where I purchased it. I am just sharing some-
thing of great value to my Brother Club Members.                             Jonathan 
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MILITARY (AND OTHER) HUMOR 
 

A Bit of Sad News 
Please join me in remembering a great icon of the entertainment community. 
The Pillsbury Doughboy died yesterday of a yeast infection and trauma, 
complications from repeated pokes in the belly. He was 71. 
Doughboy was buried in a lightly greased coffin. Dozens of celebrities 
turned out to pay their respects, including Mrs. Butterworth, Hungry Jack, 
the California Raisins, Betty Crocker, the Hostess Twinkies, and Captain 
Crunch. The grave site was piled high with flours. 
Aunt Jemima delivered the eulogy and lovingly described Doughboy as a man 
who never knew how much he was kneaded. Doughboy rose quickly in show 
business, but his later life was filled with turnovers.. He was considered a 
very smart cookie, but wasted much of his dough on half-baked schemes. 
Despite being a little flaky at times, he still was a crusty old man and was 
considered a positive roll model for millions. 
Doughboy is survived by his wife Play dough, three children: John Dough, 
Jane Dough and Dosey Dough, plus they had one in the oven. He is also 
survived by his elderly father, Pop Tart. 
The funeral was held at 3:50 for about 20 minutes. 
If this made you smile for even a brief second, please rise to the occasion 
and take time to pass it on and share that smile with someone else who may 
be having a crumby day and kneads a lift. 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Bumper Stickers Seen on Military Stations 

"Marines - Providing Enemies of America an Opportunity To Die For their Country Since 1775"  

"Artillery Brings Dignity to What Would Otherwise Be Just A Vulgar Brawl"  

"It's God's Job to Forgive Bin Laden - It's Our Job To Arrange The Meeting"  

"Happiness Is A Belt-Fed Weapon"  

"The Marine Corps - When It Absolutely, Positively Has To Be Destroyed Overnight"  

"Some people spend an entire lifetime wondering if they made a difference in the world.  But the U.S. 
ARMED FORCES don't have that problem."  ...Ronald Reagan 

"Life, Liberty and the Pursuit of Anyone Who Threatens It"  

"Marine Sniper - You can run, but you'll just die tired!"  

"Machine Gunners - Accuracy By Volume"  

"Except For Ending Slavery, Fascism, Nazism and Communism, WAR has Never Solved Anything."  
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CLASSIFIEDS 

 
  1969 BMY M274A5 Mule 
32.4 hrs. on a newly rebuilt engine. . 
New pistons, rods, rings, jugs, heads, valves, etc 
New Crank and bearings. 
New front drop gear axle assembles, differential and housing (from Leonard Grove). 
Rebuilt rear hubs with new bearings and seals. Rebuilt transmission 
New clutch and throw-out bearing. 
Electric start, with alternator and new battery. 
With Manuals and new tires. 
$6,000.00 or Best Offer 
Mike Herbertson 
303.646.5639 
gi@prolynx.com 

 

MVCCONLINE.ORG 
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CLASSIFIEDS 

1942 Willys MB Jeep and 1945 Willys trailer-- Comes 
complete with dash mount M-46 MG mount With .30 
cal 1919a4 and WW2 ammo can, radio  BC-659 with 
power-supply, box canvas cover  FT-250c mount with 
FT-420 & 419 legs, MP 50 antenna mount with late war 
antenna, pedestal mount with .30 cal 1919a4 MG and 
WW2 ammo can, summer top, windshield cover with 
invasion star, military tow bar and regular bumper with 
wire cutter, 1945 Willys trailer with canvas, one WW2 
marked Jerry Can and one WW2 marked water can, 
windshield Rifle rack. $18,000 OBO. There is a special 
price for MVCC members. Contact Dan Davidson at 
wearehappycampers@yahoo.com or call at (719) 268-
1169.  

5 ton cargo cover for sale. Solid OD color. Excellent shape. The pictures that follow are the cover for sale, on page 
11. Both end curtains included. $300. -- Phil Curry 303 548 6221  

Jim Bailey has these items for sale: (1) Each 20' 1 pin  NATO Slave Cable - $125.00, (2) each 1 pin to 2 pin adapt-
ers - $25.00 each, (2) each CUCV Jacks - $20.00 each, (1) each NOS left side CUCV Mirror - $ 25.00 contact Jim 
at: ja8ba@aol..com 

Jim Bailey has these for sale: (2) metal 5 gal. gas cans, (1) Old style water can with the flip lid, (1) OD plastic 
Scepter water can, (1) Gas can holder, new style with 2 straps, They are $25.00 each. contact Jim at: 
ja8ba@aol.com 

M38 restoration project for sale. Click on the following link for a photo album. Contact Neal Fisher at 719-201-
0384 http://s67.photobucket.com/albums/h315/adlerarmory/M38/ 

M416 Jeep/MUTT/M151 trailer 24 volt lights, spare tire. Asking $675. Call Floyd Merenkov at 303-
229-0117. 
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CLASSIFIEDS 

Tom Alcorrn has the following uniform items. Contact him at 719-304-9963 if interested.  
Rare, King and Country 1st Model Denison, XL-Long, near new, has Canadian Para Wings sewn on left chest 
$300. Pegasus Fiber Rim, Helmet, Steel Airborne Troops, Size 7 1/2, type worn from 1943 until the end of the 
war, near-new, $250. MkII Para Helmet, Original Shell and Chinstrap, Repro Liner, helmet net with scrim, shell 
has small crack on side $170. Repro Canadian P37 Battledress, complete with 1st Canadian Parachute Bn, Pega-
sus, AIRBORNE strip, corporal stripes, Size 46 Chest, Size 38-40x32 Waist, $150.  I have other insignia for regu-
lar Canadian Infantry and CANLOAN..   Brown Corcoran-made  Jump Boots, Size 10  $90. P37 Webbing Set, 
used Long Belt, Mint Canadian-mfg  Long Suspenders, Mint Canadian-mfg Basic Ammo Pouches, Mint Canteen 
with skeleton and envelope carriers, rare Canadian E-Tool Carrier, used exc with Brit-mfg E-Tool, 1944 Light-
weight Gas Mask Pouch  $160. 1944 Long Branch No4 Mk1*, import, mismatch, 5-groove barrel with nice bore, 
Long Branch Spike Bayo $300. 1943 Long Branch No4 Mk1*, import, mismatch, with Long Branch Bayonet, no 
sling $250. Repro Brit Brown Para Pants with white webbing suspenders, Size 38-40 Waist x 32L, $115.. .455 
Webley Khaki Holster, Canadian-mfg, Mint $25. Dorothea Mills, one of the original WWII mfg, Maroon Para 
Beret, 7 1/2 with Canadian Parachute Bn and British King's Crown Para Crests $35  or Beret $15, Brit Para Badge 
$12, Canadian Para Badge $13 

Jon Hoffmeier has the following item for sale. Contact him at 303-622-6274 if interested. 
Midland WR-100 All Hazards Alert Weather Radio. Features include: External Antenna Jack, Color Coded Alert 
Lights, Telescoping Antenna, Instant Local Weather, Alarm Clock With Snooze, Easy Setup, Accessory Jack, and 
Powerful Alert Tone. Carol and I have had (2) of these for over a year now, one upstairs and one in the basement. 
It has warned us of severe thunderstorms, winter storms, and  tornadoes. I got a good deal on a quantity of these, 
the MSRP is $29.95, I’m asking $19.95 apiece. Call if you have questions, we are very pleased with this unit, and  
would not live here in Colorado without a weather radio. 

 
Phil Curry’s 5 Ton Cargo Cover from the Classifieds 

11 
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THE MCCLURE’S PINZGAUER STORY 

    Pinzgauer trucks were built by Steyr-Daimler-Puch 

(SDP, now Magna Steyr) in Ganz Austria from the early 

1970’s through the mid 1980’s, when production was 

switched to an updated diesel model.  It was named after 

the native horse breed in the Pinzgauer region.  For ei-

ther 710 4x4 or 712 6x6, the main version was troop 

carrier M, but SDP also produced ambulances, crane, 

shop, and fire truck versions.  All first-production mod-

els had the same air-cooled 4 cylinder in-line dual car-

buretor petrol engines, especially designed and only 

used in the Pinzgauer.  All axles had portal gear reduc-

tion hubs and hydraulic lockers.  The Pinzgauer is truly 

a unique vehicle, especially the 712, since it is one of the few three axle full size trucks that can fit in a standard 

house garage. 

    We first became interested in Pinzgauers after riding in a 710 at the 2006 Rocky Mountain Fly-in.  After some 

researching on the internet, we bought a 712M in 2007 from Swiss Army Vehicles (SAV), an importer of ex-

European military vehicles, based in Arkansas, and had it shipped (sight unseen!) to Colorado.  This particular 

Pinzgauer was a fire-fighter support truck that had a special rack for carrying fire hoses and axes.  Fortunately it 

had the original rear seats for 12 and a complete canvas top in good condition.  We removed the rack and con-

verted it back into the troop carrier version.  It was in good shape and ran acceptably well with no rust anywhere.  

This is typical of most ex-Swiss army vehicles. 

    In our first year of ownership, we were members of the Rocky Mountain Pinzgauer club.  After a couple of 

“treffens”, we realized that hard-core off-roading with a high potential of vehicle damage in a retired military ve-

hicle just wasn’t for us.  A like-minded Pinzgauer club member then introduced us to Phil and the MVCC.  Now 

we felt more welcome among the various MVCC members who maintain the original military heritage of their 

vehicles.  No ‘yellow’, ‘orange’ or even ‘pink’ trucks here!  Only OD green, as they should be. 

    While the Pinzgauer was a great truck and an attention getter for sure, our 2-½ years of ownership was not with-

out some interesting and occasionally frustrating situations.  Since the driver and co-driver (front passenger) sit 

right next to a dual carburetor gas engine, the fuel odor can be quite strong. No smokers here!  Good thing too we 

kept a fire extinguisher handy in the cab because the wiper motor bound up and started a small fire!  While I was 

driving I blasted it with dry chemical.  Not sure what was worse, the fire or the obscured windows from the resi-

due! 

    Eventually some of the ‘frustrating situations’ such as less than stellar service from local ‘expert’ Pinzgauer 
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mechanics along with increasing cost of parts, and poor 

crash design that became more of an issue as our son 

started driving, led us to consider selling the Pinzgauer.  

After advertising it on Craigslist and a Pinzgauer enthu-

siast website for a couple of months, I received some 

general inquiries and a few flaky ones (most of us are 

familiar with flakes and scammers, when selling on the 

‘net, unfortunately).  I was just about to pull the ad and 

try later in the year, when I got a curious reply from a 

Canadian Pinzgauer mechanic.  He was “very interested 

but very busy and will follow up with a phone call 

soon”.  After a week, I thought, “here we go again… 

another flake.”  Surprisingly, he did call and the story got more interesting.  He volunteered his time for a charity 

that was looking for a 712M to haul medical staff into the backcountry of Haiti!  “Would I discount the price 

somewhat since it would be paid for by the charity?”  “Hmm, yes I would.” “Would you get it adjusted for sea-

level operations?” “Yeah, I could do that.” “Would you store it for us, until shipping to Florida could be arranged” 

“Yeah, I could keep it in my garage and even continue to carry insurance on it until it is picked up.” And finally, 

“Would you get it painted white? The charity would pay for it.”  “Yes, I suppose I could and get some quotes from 

professional shops too.” I don’t know what was more surprising, that they wanted it white or that I agreed to it! 

However since it was going to be a medical truck following several other Pinzgauer ambulances as a mobile hos-

pital, the color made a lot of sense. 

    After a near-miss opportunity, the shipping broker finally found a vehicle shipper that would take the Pinzgauer 

to the charity headquarters in Florida.  It was then loaded into a standard overseas shipping container and is now 

serving a second “tour of duty” as a much-needed medical transport in Haiti.  Pictures of it in Haiti and what we 

replaced the Pinzgauer with, will have to wait for a future story! 
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CANDID MOMENTS 

“CAPTAIN” DAVE POWERS “NURSE” JANET RINALDI 

Photo Courtesy of Kurt Brown 
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MOTIVATIONAL POSTERS 
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MEMORIAL DAY 2010 

The Commerce City Memorial Day Parade was celebrated in full force as the Club had ap-
proximately 30 entries this year. This is a wonderful parade with the spectators being extremely 
patriotic.  

 
SAINT PATRICK’S DAY PARADE 

On the left are new Members Kurt Brown and his father Donald Brown. On the right are Club 
Members patiently waiting for lunch at Brooklyn’s in Denver. 
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COLORADO NATIONAL GUARD BALL 

Left: Phil stands by while Matt attempts to “light” the rocket, the gentleman in the blue shirt 
hasn’t a clue. Right: View from balcony of Exhibition Floor. 

 
OPERATION BLIZZARD 

Left: Dan Emich armed and ready with his BV-206. Right: Beautiful Camp Hale 

 
MVCCONLINE.ORG 
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First of all, let me say thanks to several people who made acquiring a Deuce from Ft. Carson thru GovLiquidation 
possible.  First, to Phil Movish, for discussing the vehicles and offering many good tips on the acquisition and 
EUC process.  Second, to Phil Curry; who, on short notice, made the time to go with me on the recovery to Ft. 
Carson once my EUC was approved.  Third, to the folks in the MVCC for the support and the large amount of 
information they have been sharing since I brought the Deuce home on Jan 22, 2009.  And also to the folks of the 
CO National Guard 2/135 Aviation at Buckley who took great care of the deuce I am now the caretaker of. 
 
The purchase went smoothly, the EUC was acquired in only 3 weeks and the recovery was flawless.  The truck is 
AWESOME.  The only roadblock I have had with the acquisition was getting the truck registered in El Paso 
County.  I ended up being overcharged more than $700 from what I should have been charged.  That said, I will 
also give kudos to the DMV personnel I have dealt with, as they have all been personable and professional.  How-
ever, the amount of vehicles such as a Deuce that they see is very small and thus they aren’t experts on this type of 
vehicle—as I’m sure many in the MVCC have seen 
 
Hopefully, I can shed some insights on how to register a MV in the state of Colorado.  The information should 
work for a Deuce; however, heavier or lighter MVs may be covered by different procedures than I will cover.   
 
Going to a DMV office on a Friday, especially if it is the last business day of the month, is bound to try anyone’s 
patience.  Yes, I have done it (What can I say, the EUC showed up on a Friday)!!  In El Paso County, due to 
budget cuts, only one of the three county offices is open, and it is the location at Chapel Hills Mall.  Another im-
portant consideration is arriving at the DMV with the mindset that your MV is not one of the thousands of Camrys 
(wheel-chocks), mini-vans or SUV’s they deal with all the time.  They don’t frequently see these MVs and having 
patience will certainly go a long way. 
 
When I went to the DMV to get my temporary tags, I made sure I brought everything I could think of in the hopes 
of getting the temporary tag.  This included various pictures of the truck, a copy of the online GL invoice, a copy 
of the GL auction page for the specific truck I had won (which contained the mileage, VIN and more pictures of 
the truck) and Proof of Insurance.  I was charged a little over $6 for a one month temporary.  The agent I dealt 
with, when I explained that I hadn’t registered something like this before (I have dealt with my 4,300 pound Pin-
zgauer for the last 9 years, but the weight and diesel of the deuce put me in a new league,) even printed off a copy 
of the Colorado Administrative Title Procedures (Titles 14.1 thru Titles 14.7.)  These procedures include the list-
ing of forms, like VIN verification, SF-97, etc.  I was required to get an emissions test done by the county because 
of the diesel.   
 
The next time I returned to the DMV was with a VIN verification, SF-97, emissions certificate and a checkbook, 
for what I was expecting to be about $400 for the 5 year plates.  What I ended up with, getting there at 4pm on a 
Friday was over a 1 hour wait, late in the day with employees that had had a long week.  I was the last person out 
the door, and was in shock with the $1,117 registration cost for 5 years.  I immediately made some calls to some 
MVCC members to compare registration notes, and came to 2 conclusions.  1.) The procedures people have dealt 
with throughout the area are all over the board, and 2.) I was WAY overcharged.  So, to prepare for dealing with 
the county, I went online and found some great information at the Colorado Dept of Revenue site.  This discussion 
will not go into all plate types available in CO, just the Collector vehicle plates.  
 
At the CO Dept of Revenue site, under Motor Vehicle-Other Plates, there are two plates we potentially qualify 
for—the Collector Vehicle (25 years or older Pax cars and trucks that do not exceed 16,000 empty weight) and the 
Collector Truck/Tractor—non-commercial (25 years old with an empty weight of 16,001 or greater or declared 
gross vehicle weight of 16,001 or more.)  Note:  BOTH of these plates are only for NON-COMMERCIAL. 
 

 
CONSIDERATIONS FOR REGISTERING A DEUCE/MV 

BY MATT SHEPARDSON 
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http://www.colorado.gov/cs/Satellite?c=Page&cid=1185870965443&pagename=Revenue-MV%2FRMVLayout 
 
Both plate types list, under “information,” Colorado Revised Statute 42-12-101 and 42-12-102.  For this discus-
sion, there is information in Colo. Rev. Statute 42-12-102 that could affect how much you pay per year for regis-
tration, if your vehicle use qualifies.  NOTE: if you don’t specify that your vehicle meets the three criteria below, 
you may be charged the normal use fees for a heavy vehicle, which is what I was originally charged. 
 
http://www.michie.com/colorado/lpext.dll?f=templates&fn=main-h.htm&cp=     (then type in 42-12-102 in the 
“search” field.) 
 
Specifically, Para. (1)(c) lists: 
 (c) The annual registration fee for a truck or truck tractor that has an empty weight of 6,001 pounds or 
more or a declared gross vehicle weight of 16,001 or more and is a collectors’ item, shall be $65 if such vehicle is 
used exclusively for noncommercial transportation and only used to drive: 

(I) To and from assemblies, conventions, or other meetings where such vehicles and their ownership are 
the primary interest; 
(II) For special occasions, demonstrations, and parades and on occasions when their operation on the 
streets and highways will not constitute a traffic hazard; or 
(III) Traveling to and from and while on local, state, or national tours held primarily for the exhibition 
and enjoyment of such vehicles by their owners. 

 
If your intended use meets these criteria, and meets the weights, you can get the Collector Truck/Tractor plates 
and pay $65 a year.  The limitations are quite open to interpretation.  I am not a lawyer, but I would think a 
“demonstration” would involve showing the capabilities of the vehicle, maybe in the mountains, etc.   
 
Armed with this information, I worked with the El Paso DMV manager, Bob Becker, and his top Assistant, Kathy 
Driscoll, to get this resolved.  We arrived at the point that my Deuce qualifies for the Truck plates and the $65 a 
year registration.  The registration will be slightly more than this as they added on the diesel use fee, etc.  All fees 
are added in x5 for the 5 year plate.  Total cost for 5 years registration for the truck is $424, so approx. $400/5 
years is about right.  They have even conducted a weekly training session on this area, as these statutes are not 
often seen, and easily overlooked.  Kathy printed me out a copy of the DMV procedures for the Collector Truck/
Tractor plates—it’s under REGISTRATION 25.41 in their procedures.  Their instructions don’t list the extensive 
criteria allowed in (I), (II) and (III) above, so if the agent you are working with lists the following restrictions, they 
are going from their manual, which is greatly abbreviated.  In the DMV manual, it’s just listed as: 
    --To and from assemblies, conventions etc. 
    --Special occasions, demonstrations, parades. 
    --Traveling to and from local, state or national tours. 
 
The DMV promptly refunded the overcharge and I would say my experience with the office overall was excellent.  
Hopefully this information will make the acquisition go smoothly for others in this group—and possibly provide a 
more cost effective alternative to GVR plates, etc.  If you should have excellent service at the DMV, please con-
sidering taking the time to fill out a comment/compliment card as this helps take care of the people that take care 
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COLORADO SPORT AVIATION AIR SHOW 

(1) The Kitchen Staff, L to R: Frankie Ladwig, Jim Waldrep, Janet Rinaldi, Peggy Waldrep, 
Phil Movish, Phil Curry, and Jon Hoffmeier. (2) Movish and Curry enjoying a frosty cold one. 

(1) A Marine DI keeps watch over our bivouac site. (2) Beautifully restored Cadillac V-100. 

(1) L to R: D. Dantzler, P. Movish, Jim Cimiluca. (2) L to R: S. Chartier, Kurt & Frank Scholer 
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2011 MVCC Membership Application 
 
Dues are $30 per year and include a subscription to O.D. News, and liability insurance coverage when you 
travelling to/from or participating in an MVCC meeting or event. All dues are payable at the beginning of 
each calendar year in January. Please provide all requested information below so that we may update our 
records. 
 
Date:  
 
Amount paid with application:   
 
Name:  
 
Street Address:  
 
City, State, Zip:  
 
Phone Numbers: Home:                                 Cell:  
 
Email Address:  
 
Vehicle Information: 
 
Make:                               Model:                   Year:  
 
Make:                               Model:                   Year:  
 
Make:                               Model:                    Year: 
 
Other Information: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Signature: _______________________________ 
 
Please mail your completed application with a check for $30 made out to MVCC to: 
Phil Curry, 10917 Holden Circle, Franktown, CO 80116.   
 
If you haven’t submitted pictures of your vehicles for addition to the MVCC website, please send digital 
image files to gr8alarmguy@yahoo.com 
 


